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interpretation of the barrier
limited conduction




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(or the extrinsic Debye length


































































4). To accomplish this,
a
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undertaken. The chosen multilayer















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































whereas the deep junction is
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volume, particularly for higher doping levels,
these results
must














































































































































electric interface of the homojunction is located
at


































































of both impurity and carrier
profiles is possible
at






























































































































the potential barrier shape and height
















be represented by the
extension


































































































































sample with doping ratio N
=
81.82.




















































































































































































































































carrier concentration ratio [8].
Corresponding theoretical distributions for abrupt Si homointer-
faces
are













































































































































notice first that for
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I/4. Shorter spacing brings about
an
increase

















































determined by accumulation properties [8,




potential barrier shape governing












decrease of n-layer thickness,
the barrier height diminishes




















would be expected from
only the analysis of thermionic emission
phenomenon.





















provoke the tunnel effect (steady-state). In this situation the
inserted layer properties (actual doping level, majority carrier
type
[6, 7]) become of secondary














































encapsulated in typical Schottky diode
boxes. Normally,
the
experimental values of the
conduction
current


































































[50] in his equivalent circuit of the
low biased abrupt
n+-n
junction. By adjustment of the
geometrical configuration (obtained
from





















































thickness has been intentionally




























































































































































































absent in the I (V )
characteristic (which becomes

































of the geometrical factor,
















































the beginning of the
tunnel
effect.



















































is relatively important, the
usual steady-state I (V
)
characteristic

































factors and the barrier reduction















































































levels of all regions)
can
be deduced from the three
curves





















numerical model for the thermionic emission effect.

















A comparison of the
stationary
spillover
(without bias) with the
steady-state
spillover (with
















































































































































tunneling (Fig. 10). At the








































































































































































































































































































































































disturbance and doping ratios.
So the geometrical factor combining






the thermal micromovement (microscopic



























I/4). Shorter interface spacing









































of the minority carrier recombination mechanisms and their lifetime. This
aspect
should be
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